KAP160 A/V Guide

- First select either “Individual Mode” (Single Projector) or “Combined Mode” (Both Projectors) for display. If using “Individual Mode”, the left Extron controls the left projector and the right Extron controls the right projector.

- Display Options – Aux Plate will display your connection through HDMI, VGA, Component and Composite cables. When selecting your connection, it should automatically sync with the Extron.
Wireless – Wireless connection allows your device to display wirelessly onto the projector (Requires Solstice Client installation)

When selecting wireless connection on the Extron, the projector will display an IP address which you will need to connect your device to the projector. (Hint: if you are having issues with the projector displaying on “wireless”, try toggling between Aux Plate and Wireless connection a few times until your display is restored)